WSI Cyber Smart Health Care Case Studies

ACT Teletherapy

Website design, development, and launch with National SEO campaign including email
marketing and social media marketing. In the past 5 months alone, we have seen organic
search impressions increased by 40% and Clicks increases by 36%.
We have recently achieved page 1 search results for 3 competitive terms and have an
additional 5 keyword terms that are just at the top of page 2 results which we are driving
toward page 1. These achievements have been made through a combination of regular
competitive analysis coupled with adaptive SEO practices, content marketing, and social.
Website: https://www.actteletherapy.com

PRIMO Health Partners

Website design, development, and launch with National SEO campaign including email
marketing and social media marketing. In the past 5 months alone, we have seen organic
search impressions increased by 40% and Clicks increases by 36%.
We have recently achieved page 1 search results for 3 competitive terms and have an
additional 5 keyword terms that are just at the top of page 2 results which we are driving
toward page 1. These achievements have been made through a combination of regular
competitive analysis coupled with adaptive SEO practices, content marketing, and social.
Website: https://www.primohealthpartners.com

TeleMedicX

This is a new client. Since our involvement, they have won first place in HIMSS NorCal
chapter and just won a contract with the State of Hawaii. We have made gentle edits to
their existing website and are rebuilding the site for responsiveness, speed, and SEO (not
yet launched)
Website: https://telemedicx.com

Additional WSI case studies:

Myoton

WSI Service: Website Build
Company Background: Myoton AS was established as a spin-out from the University of
Tartu, Estonia, with the ambitious goal of pioneering the way muscle health can be
quantified. The company has been operating since 1999 and is currently headquartered in
Tallinn, Estonia. The founder and visionary behind the Myoton method is Arved Vain,
Doctor of Biology, who has devoted most of his professional career to researching and
developing solutions for the assessment of tone and biomechanical properties of skeletal
muscles. Years of R&D have led the company to the discovery of innovative MyotonPRO
technology that holds the promise of becoming the new widely used standard for muscle
assessment. The company is in the process of working with several leading clinicians and
scientific institutions around the world to conduct a series of validation and feasibility
studies of MyotonPRO in a variety of medical applications. Myoton holds technology
patents in the EPO region, US, JAP, CAN and AU.
The Objective: Their target audience is: Medical research – Myoton technology could add
value to assess muscle abnormalities and treatment efficacy. Sports science – Myoton is a
useful tool for monitoring the physical condition of muscles in the training and recovery
process.

WSI Solutions: The primary purpose of the website is to introduce the features and
opportunities of this unique appliance. For this reason, the site clearly shows, which
muscles, tendons, and other soft tissues can be measured with Myoton and how to use
Myoton on a particular muscle. The website is built up in a style of a presentation, so the
visitor can easily absorb the information. Also, every page has a different structure. The site
is very visual – it contains videos, animations, and illustrations. That helps the visitor to
understand the capabilities of the appliance better. The site also has a publications page,
which the visitor can simply filter according to the field, application, or publisher.
The Results: This client solution won a WMA WebAward for Best Biotechnology Website.
Website: https://www.myoton.com/

SCI Supply Inc.

WSI Service: PPC
Company Background: In the beginning - In 1995, at the age of 16, Mike Johnson
sustained a spinal cord injury during a high school football practice. This injury left Mike
with quadriplegia. Paralysis not only affects your arms and legs. Your bowel and bladder
function are also disrupted. And so began Mike’s early introduction to among other things
the many methods and products used to maintain a healthy bowel and bladder. The lack of
support - When shopping for products or services, it is a reasonable expectation that the
store staff would have a certain level of knowledge for the products or services they sell.
Right? Mike really had a difficult time finding answers to his questions regarding urology
supplies. He happened to come across a product by chance that better addressed his
needs. It was then that he thought to himself that we – the users of niche medical supplies
– they deserve better! The solution - Enter SCI Supply Inc.! The business was designed to
enhance user’s knowledge about the many product options available to them. Equally
important was improving the shopping experience itself. The online model fits with this
user population perfectly. SCI Supply can reach users in the far corners of Canada and
eliminate the need for their customers to leave the house.
The Objective: Increase monthly gross revenue through Google Ads. WSI Solutions: Create
an ad campaign that generates trackable e-commerce sales using the Google Ads
platform.

The Results: Substantially better ads performance than previous Google Ads suppliers Average session duration of 2:52 from ads - 1.81% e-conversion rate for actual purchases one-month immediate Return On Marketing Investment - 36% - one-month lifetime
Return On Marketing Investment - 26,912%
Website: https://www.scisupply.ca/

Simmedica

WSI Service: Website Build, Landing Page, PPC, Content/Copy Creation, SEO, Social Media
Optimization, Video Marketing, Marketing Automation, Email Marketing, Competitive
Analysis,
Company Background: Their mission is to improve the level of care and the quality of
patient healthcare by offering the best endoscopic products and services with a focus on
quality, clinically relevant innovation, and simplicity. Through investing in R&D and
manufacturing, SIMMEDICA offers surgical devices and endoscopic imaging solutions for
the global medical community. Headquartered in Japan, PENTAX Medical has a global
focus, regional presence and after-sales service that enjoys the facilities of belonging to a
large multinational. SIMMEDICA employees represent various countries in which we
operate, which allows us to offer innovative solutions adapted to local needs.
The Objective: Branding, awareness, and lead generation. WSI Solutions: Inbound
Marketing Plan
The Results: 2016: website and SEO 2017 + social media strategy 2018 + content strategy
2019 + video marketing. Currently Inbound Marketing Plan
Client Testimonial: "For us, working with WSI is synonymous with understanding a
Partnership philosophy, and having the security that we work with very professional
collaborators with a very powerful structure. In our case, the difference is made by the

people with whom we have contact, good communication and a personal relationship.
When we define a production, or a new communication I have the peace of mind of
collaborating with the Top, that makes my job much easier". Daniel Iniesta, CMO
Simmedica-PENTAX Medica
Website: https://simmedica.com/

Silverlab

WSI Service: PPC, SEO
Company Background: Silverlab improves people’s daily health by offering safe, natural,
efficacious, and cost-effective remedies that fight germs and combats inflammation. The
product range is both preventative and therapeutic.
The Objective: They needed a new clean site with a shopping cart to enable clients to not
just find the products but to purchase them online.
WSI Solutions: We built them a Wordpress site with a crisp new design and added a
WooCommerce shopping cart. Once the site was live, we created a PPC account and doing
ongoing SEO
The Results: The client is not just selling their product on their own site but also on affiliate
sites and in store. This has had a positive impact on their business, and they are growing
bigger as a result of this. The site has seen good growth in traffic.
Website: https://www.silverlab.co.za/

Jorie HealthCare Partners

WSI Service: PPC
Company Background: Jorie serves hospitals, health systems, academic medical centers
and physician practices using an integrated, multidisciplinary, tailored approach to
Revenue Cycle Management. They help their clients improve their financial, operational,
and clinical performance across the organization to sustain long-term, measurable results
via consulting and software technology.
The Objective: Paid Advertising - They wanted to launch a PPC campaign to generate
more leads - but did not know where to start. They were currently doing Paid Social and
Organic Social via Facebook Ads with another agency with low level results and hence
want to launch a PPC Campaign.
WSI Solutions: Creation of a Digital Marketing Blueprint with a focus on the following
areas: o Competitor Analysis - top 3 competitors - Digital Landscape competitive analysis.
| Salesforce Sales Cloud Consulting | Automation/Segmentation Strategy Launched a Paid
Advertising Campaign (Google Ads) - Lead Generation Launched Lead Gen Landing Pages
lead Magnets - Content Creation (Comparison Whitepaper & Case Study) (lead gen
support)
The Results: We have been working with Jorie for about 6 months and so far, we have been
able to help their executive team by providing a strategic plan for 2022 (already being
deployed). In addition, paid advertising campaigns are generating leads (phone calls and
completed forms) for demos, requests for more info and increasing their contacts lists to

be nurtured. Since the sales process can be 6-12 months, we are still waiting for the first
leads to convert to new customers. Due to strict NDAs we are not allowed to share actual
performance data and results.
Website: https://www.joriehc.com/

De Lune Health

WSI Service: PPC
Company Background: De Lune health, a division of De Lune Corp situated in Springfield,
VA, offers a full spectrum of medical practice management services designed to enhance
the performance and effectiveness of your practice. De Lune Health medical billing experts
offer a complete range of cost-effective and efficient Revenue Cycle Management (RCM)
services to physicians and hospitals.
The Objective: Lead Generation - looking to increase net new leads and increase
conversions on existing website traffic.
WSI Solutions: Robotic Process Automation, Revenue Cycle Management, Practice
Management, Data analytics & Integration Based on our initial meetings we identified the
following needs/challenges: Lead Generation - looking to increase net new leads and
increase conversions on existing website traffic. 1st Phase Solutions: Launched an initial 6
month Paid Advertising Campaign (Google Ads) - Lead Generation, Launched Lead Gen
Landing Page and Integrated into the existing WordPress website
The Results: We have been working with DeLune for less than 3 months. The Google Ads
campaigns have been recently launched and already have generated form conversions on
the landing pages and qualified phone inquiries.
Website: https://www.delunehealth.com

